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Abstract: Classification of 3D objects is of great interest in the field of artificial
intelligence. There are numerous approaches using artificial neural networks to
address this problem. They differ mainly in the representation of the 3D model
used as input and the network architecture. The goal of this thesis is to explore
and test these approaches on publicly available datasets and subject them to in-
dependent comparison, which has not so far appeared in the literature. We pro-
vide a unified framework allowing to convert the data from common 3D formats.
We train and test ten different network on the ModelNet40 and ShapeNetCore
datasets. All the networks performed reasonably well in our tests, but we were
generally unable to achieve the accuracies reported in the original papers. We
suspect this could be due to extensive, albeit unreported, hyperparameter tuning
by the authors of the original papers, suggesting this issue would benefit from
further research.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter we provide reasons and motivation for working on the problem of
3D classification, define the problem, and give a quick outline of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation and Goals
Recognition and generation of 3D shapes is quickly becoming one of the widely
researched topics in the field of artificial intelligence. It can be applied in a vast
number of fields such as driving of autonomous cars, analysis of medical scans
as well as various fields of computer graphics. We approach this problem from
the standpoint of computer graphics as we are interested in developing tools for
content creators, architects and interior designers. In order to develop such tools
it is necessary to start with the simplest problem – classification. There are many
more or less successful approaches to 3D classification, most of them employing
some kind of artificial neural network. However their relative performance has
never been objectively evaluated.
Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to test existing techniques for 3D classifi-
cation, find out how difficult it is to replicate their reported results, and finally
to compare and evaluate them on publicly available datasets.
1.2 Problem Statement
As we intend to develop tools for computer graphics, our input is in the form
of a 3D mesh. A 3D mesh is usually supplied as a list of vertices – triplets of
coordinates in euclidean space and a list of faces – usually three vertices each
forming a triangle. 3D mesh files can contain other information such as texture
coordinates and materials, but we will be ignoring these. Our goal is to classify
mesh files into several given categories (classes such as “car”, “chair”, “sofa”, etc.)
using methods of supervised learning.
We can define the problem formally as follows: we are given a set of training
examples {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)} where, in our case, xi is a 3D shape
representation and yi is a numerical encoding of corresponding label. Each shape
belongs to exactly one class. The goal of classification can be formulated as
learning a parametric model P : X → Y , where X is a space of possible 3D
shapes and Y is a space of labels. This model should be able to predict the
correct class label for each model from X.
As the mesh format is not suitable for direct use with neural networks, we
have to be able to convert meshes to other representations: voxel grids, images
or point clouds.
1.3 Scope of the Thesis
We limit the scope of this thesis in the following ways: we will perform clas-
sification only on aligned 3D shapes, as not all networks can easily cope with
arbitrary rotations. We will only consider simple classification, although most of
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the networks can be extended to perform part segmentation as well as new shape
generation. We will not test any large ensembles of networks: although they pro-
duce better results, they are usually big and cumbersome to use, while achieving
only marginal improvements. We also consider only networks with publicly avail-
able code as implementing all the different techniques is far beyond the scope of
this work.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 1 we present the basics of the problem as well as our motivation
for this work. In Chapter 2 we provide a brief introduction to artificial neural
networks. In Chapter 3 we introduce different approaches to 3D classification
and their implementations. In Chapter 4 we discuss chosen methods, describe
datasets, procedures of data conversion and the technical setup of our framework.
In Chapter 5 we present the setup and results of our experiments, comparison
of tested the networks and an analysis of the dataset. In the final Chapter 6 we
summarize our findings and suggest possible directions for future work.
4
2. Theoretical Background
This chapter contains a general overview of artificial neural networks as well as
a quick description of software frameworks for machine learning.
2.1 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks are widely successful in a great number of areas of
computer science, often achieving better than human efficiency. This section
offers a brief introduction to the principles of artificial neural networks. For more
in depth information we recommend Goodfellow et al. [2016].
2.1.1 Feedforward Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks are computing systems inspired by the structure of
central nervous system of animals and humans. A basic computing unit of the
network is called a neuron, which performs some simple computations on its
inputs and produces its output. Neurons are connected by weighted connections
creating a network.
Artificial neural networks are parametric models – parameters are usually
called weights and are learned during the training of the network. On the other
hand hyperparameters are parameters whose values are set before the learning
process begins. Artificial neural networks can be trained for a variety of tasks
by minimizing some objective function, called loss function in this context. In
the case of classification a cross-entropy loss is commonly used (Goodfellow et al.
[2016]). The networks are trained by some variant of gradient descent algorithm
– backpropagating the error of the trained task through the network in direction
from outputs to inputs.
Feedforward Neural Networks are networks where the information is passed
only in one direction, so the graph of the network is an directed acyclic graph.
The simplest network architecture is the so called Single-layer perceptron. It
consists of a single layer of output neurons; the inputs are fed directly to the
outputs via a series of weights. Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of a small single-layer
perceptron. Each neuron can also have a bias value and an activation function.




wij × inputsi + bj)
Where f is an activation function, wij is a weight of the connection from i-
th input neuron to j-th output neuron and bj is its bias value. This notation
assumes that the activation function accepts a full vector of input values and
outputs a corresponding value at each vector component.
The activation function can be an arbitrary function but is required to be non-
linear and differentiable. Most commonly used are the sigmoid function, hyper-
bolic tangent and rectified linear unit (ReLU), defined as ReLU(x) = max(0, x).



































Figure 2.2: Multi-layer perceptron
matter and software frameworks implementing artificial neural networks handle
this by returning one of the one-sided derivatives.
We can insert one or more layers of neurons between input and output ob-
taining a Multi-layer perceptron. A neuron from layer k gets its input from all
neurons from layer (k−1) and passes its output to all neurons in the layer (k+1).
Therefore this type of layer is called fully connected layer or dense layer. We can
also rewrite all the weights to a matrix form and obtain the so called weight
matrix. For dense layer k we get one matrix W k, where W kij is weight of the
connection from neuron i to neuron j. Using the matrix notation, output of a
fully connected layer k can be expressed as follows:
outputk = f(W k × outputk−1 + bk)
Where f is an activation function, W k is the weight matrix for layer k and bk is
a corresponding vector of biases.
Multi-layer perceptrons, despite being old (first appearing in Rosenblatt [1961]),
still create the basis in modern systems as fully connected layers are used in al-
most all other types of neural networks especially as last layers in the network,
producing feature vectors or classification distributions. Figure 2.2 shows a dia-
gram of a multi-layer perceptron.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of 2D convolution with one 3 × 3 filter and valid padding.
2.1.2 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks, first introduced in LeCun et al. [1989], are de-
signed to capture the spatio-temporal data better than the standard fully con-
nected layers. They are most successful in processing two-dimensional images
therefore we will describe this case. However, also one-dimensional and three
dimensional convolutions are used as shall be described later.
Weights of the convolutional layers are connected to only a small region of the
data and shared across the spatio-temporal dimensions. In the case of images this
means that the convolutional layer is connected to only small patches of the image
and weights are shared among these patches. Weights of the convolutional layers
are typically called filters or kernels. A common approach is to slide the filter
across the whole image, computing local features for each pixel. Two-dimensional






I(i − m, j − n)K(m, n)
where I is the input image and K represents the weights of the kernel. Figure 2.3
shows an illustration of 2D convolution.
The speed of the sliding window is a parameter called stride. By having a
stride greater than one, we skip some pixels in the input, and obtain an image
with lesser width and height.
We also need to take care of how the convolution behaves on the borders of
the input images. These behaviors are called padding schemes. The most usual
type of padding is zero padding, which counts areas outside of the picture as
having value of zero and preserves original dimensions. Another approach, valid
padding, ignores the edge pixels of the input image altogether, sliding the filter
only across valid positions – this produces a smaller output image.
By stacking more convolutional layers atop each other and creating a deep
convolutional network, global features of the image can be extracted.
Another important type of layer used in the convolutional neural networks
is a pooling layer. It is usually used on feature maps obtained by convolutional
layers. The goal of the pooling is to get some translation invariance in produced
features. Similarly to the convolution, pooling also scans the entire input feature
map in a sliding-window fashion. However it does not perform convolution but
maximum, average or a similar aggregating function. Unlike with convolution,
stride bigger than one is used when using pooling in order to reduce the size of the
7
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of 2 × 2 2D maximum pooling with valid padding.
output features. The most commonly used type of pooling – maximum pooling
– can be described by the following formula:
maxpool(I)[x, y] = max
0≤i<dh
0≤j<dw
I[x + i − ⌊dh2 ⌋, y + j − ⌊
dw
2 ⌋]
where x and y are coordinates of a pixel in the picture, dh and dw are sizes of
the sliding window. Figure 2.4 shows a diagram illustrating maximum pooling in
two dimensions.
Convolutional layers are much more efficient than fully connected layers as
they share their parameters across the input and have been very successful in
a variety of image, video, and natural language processing tasks. This can be
transferred to our 3D classification task as several networks use rendered images
of 3D models, employing 2D convolutions, with great success.
2.1.3 Recurrent Neural Networks
Another widely used class of artificial neural networks are recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs). In contrast to the previously described networks, they take also
their previous state as their input, representing a kind of memory. Recurrent
neural networks are well suited for processing of sequential data, such as video,
text or speech. A typical architecture of an RNN is the encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. Encoder produces a feature vector by processing the input sequence.
Decoder then constructs an output sequence from the feature vector. To give the
network control over its memory, two types of cells were devised: long short-term
memory unit (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [1997]) and gated recurrent
unit (GRU) (Cho et al. [2014]). An important concept, which leads to better per-
formance, is attention (Bahdanau et al. [2014]) – it allows the network to learn
which parts of the input sequence are important and how they correspond to the
output sequence.
Only one of the networks tested uses the RNN architecture and techniques
described in this section, and so we refer to Goodfellow et al. [2016] for further
information.
2.1.4 Classification
This section describes a general scheme of solving the problem of classification,
as defined in Section 1.2, using an artificial neural network. The architecture of
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the network can be generally split into two parts. Firstly, some kind of network is
employed which produces a one-dimensional feature vector, usually an output of a
dense layer. This part varies across the different systems and can be implemented
using 3D convolutions, 2D convolutions, or dense layers in some hierarchical struc-
ture. The second part is formed by a dense layer with the number of neurons
equal to the number of categories of classified data. This last layer uses the iden-
tity function as its activation function and its output is used for computing the
loss function and for classification. The output of i-th neuron can be thought of
as the weight of the belief of the network that the classified model belongs to the
category with index i. For inference the argmax function (returns the index of
the highest value) is used on the output of the last dense layer. To transform the
output of the last dense layer to a probability distribution, the softmax function,




, is used. The loss function used for training is usually
the cross entropy between the correct category probability distribution (vector of
zeros with a one at the index of the correct class) and the softmax of the out-
put of the last dense layer. The cross entropy of two probability distributions is
computed according to the following formula: H(p, q) = − ∑︁∀x p(x) log(q(x)).
2.1.5 Regularization
Overfitting is a common problem in machine learning. It is a phenomenon when
a model represents the training set too well, memorizing individual training ex-
amples, and fails to generalize. To avoid this problem several regularization
techniques are employed. We can add regularization directly to the optimized
loss function. This is usually implemented by adding a term, which keeps the
weights of the network in low absolute values.
Dropout (Srivastava et al. [2014]) is a stochastic regularization technique;
during training, at every iteration, it randomly selects some nodes and ignores
them along with all of their incoming and outgoing connections. Therefore each
iteration has a different set of nodes and this results in a different set of outputs. It
is a very effective technique which can be thought of as training a whole ensemble
of networks at once. Dropout is usually applied after each fully connected layer.
Another common way how to avoid overfitting is by increasing the size of the
training set by data augmentation. Specifics of data augmentation depend on
the kind of data we are working with, but in general the dataset is increased by
creating new instances from the training dataset. For example, with image data,
we can use geometric transformations such as mirroring, rotating, translating or
scaling.
These techniques are standard when training neural networks and are em-
ployed in one form or another in all the networks we tested.
2.1.6 Training
In recent years very deep (tens of layers) neural networks are used. To train such
networks several improvements were developed. Mini-batch training is used in
almost all cases. The training dataset is divided into small chunks (typically 32
or 64 examples) and one batch is presented, gradient is computed and weights are
updated correspondingly in each step of the training. This is much more efficient
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than computing the gradient of the whole dataset, and it additionally has some
positive regularization effects.
For deep networks it is no longer sufficient to use a simple gradient descent
algorithm. To speed up and stabilize the training process, algorithms with mo-
mentum, such as Nesterov momentum (Sutskever et al. [2013]), have been used.
An important hyperparameter of the network is the learning rate, which controls
the speed of training. Set the learning rate too small and the network can not
learn at all, too big and the weights may diverge. To solve this problem, algo-
rithms with adaptive learning rates, such as RMSProp (Hinton et al. [2012]) or
ADAM (Kingma and Ba [2014]), are used.
Another obstacle in training is that the information contained in the gradient
gets lost in deep neural networks during the backpropagation phase of the algo-
rithm. It either diminishes to zero or grows rapidly and diverges. This can be
avoided by a good choice of the activation function (in modern networks mainly
ReLU is used) or by some normalization technique. A prime example of this is
batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy [2015]), which normalizes the inputs of
the layer by subtracting the mean of the batch and dividing by its standard de-
viation. These changes would be discarded by the learning algorithm, so we add
two learnable parameters representing the mean and standard deviation, and the
output of the layer is again denormalized using these parameters. This effectively
allows the network to learn the correct scaling of the weights using only two pa-
rameters instead of changing the whole network, which leads to a much greater
stability of the training.
Another widely used technique allowing training of very deep networks are
residual connections (Szegedy et al. [2016]). A residual connection allows the
network to skip the layer and choose to work with the input instead. This makes
copying the information through the network possible and helps reduce the van-
ishing gradient problem.
The above described techniques are used in several neural networks for 3D
classification we tested, as some of them use very deep 2D or 3D convolutional
networks.
2.2 Deep Learning Frameworks
In recent years several software frameworks for machine learning in general and for
deep learning in particular have been developed. They are usually implemented
in C++ for performance reasons but provide a Python API for more convenient
use. All of the following libraries are open-source and publicly available. They
also implement support for running the machine learning algorithms on the GPU
– a key feature for fast training of deep neural networks.
One of the most widely used deep learning frameworks is TensorFlow (Mart́ın
Abadi et al. [2015]) developed by a team at Google. It is a symbolic math
library and implements all the standard neural layers as well as many of the
latest developments in the area of deep learning.
PyTorch (Paszke et al. [2017]) is a Python extension of the Torch machine
learning library. It is primarily developed by Facebook. It focuses on simple
usage and Python integration and implements all the standard functions as well
as extended tools for various areas of machine learning.
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Caffe (Jia et al. [2014]) is a deep learning framework originally developed
at University of California, Berkeley. It offers good speed and training models
without the need to write any code, just network definitions have to be provided.
It does not seem to be developing as quickly as the aforementioned frameworks.
There was also Caffe2 developed by Facebook, but it was merged into PyTorch.
Theano (Theano Development Team [2016]) is a Python library for manipu-
lating and evaluating mathematical expressions, primarily developed by the Mon-
treal Institute for Learning Algorithms at the Université de Montréal. Lasagne
(Dieleman et al. [2015]) is a lightweight library which uses Theano for machine
learning computations. It also does not seem to be developing quickly enough at
present.
Other popular deep learning frameworks, which we do not use in our work,
include Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (Seide and Agarwal [2016]) developed by
Microsoft as well as Keras (Chollet and others [2015]) which is a high-level API
focusing on user friendliness and uses TensorFlow as its backend, but is modifiable
to work with other frameworks as well.
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3. Survey of 3D Classification
Methods
In recent years many techniques for classifying 3D shapes by means of artificial
neural networks have been devised. In this chapter we present most of the com-
monly used and successful of them. As mentioned in previous chapters the usual
mesh format is not suitable for processing by a neural network directly so we
divide the networks according to the format they use as their input: voxel-based,
multi-view, and point-cloud-based. Table 3.1 shows a list of neural networks
described in this chapter.
3.1 Voxel-based Neural Networks
As 2D convolutional neural networks were a great breakthrough in image recogni-
tion, it is natural to try to generalize this approach to three dimensions. Instead
of pixels we use 3D occupancy grid of volume elements, or voxels. Convolutions
can be easily extended to work in three dimensions. Convolutions seem to be
suitable for the task as they can make use of the spatial structure of the problem.
However in 3D, they are computationally demanding and voxel grids have high
memory requirements as their size grows with the cube of the resolution. For this
reason only relatively small resolutions can be used, the most usual being 323.
3.1.1 VoxNet
First of the successful systems applying 3D convolutions to occupancy grids is
VoxNet (Maturana and Scherer [2015]), which we use as an example of a net-
work using a shallow convolutional architecture. In VoxNet, the occupancy grid
is processed by 3D convolutions which extract local features and lower the reso-
lution. The convolution result is passed to a ReLU layer to achieve nonlinearity.
Maximum pooling is then performed in order to get better representation and to
further lower the number of parameters needed. Finally the occupancy grid is
flattened and passed to a fully connected layer which outputs resulting feature
vector. Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the VoxNet architecture.
As is common with the neural networks, data augmentation is a very impor-
tant part of the training process. VoxNet uses rotation along the vertical axis as
its main augmentation technique. During training it creates n copies of each input
instance, each rotated by 360/n degrees. Typical values of n range from 8 to 24.
At evaluation time it presents all rotations of the input object to the network and
then uses pooling across the rotations to get the class prediction. A TensorFlow
implementation of VoxNet (Maturana and Scherer [2016]) is available.
Results of VoxNet were improved by Orientation boosted voxel nets for 3D
Object Recognition (Sedaghat et al. [2016a]), wherein the classification task was
augmented with an orientation estimation task. An implementation in Caffe is
available (Sedaghat et al. [2016b]). FusionNet (Hegde and Zadeh [2016]) combines
a 3D convolutions on voxel representation with a multi-view approach.
12
Network Reference Framework In
Voxel
VoxNet Maturana and Scherer [2015] TensorFlow No
ORION Sedaghat et al. [2016a] Caffe No
FusionNet Hegde and Zadeh [2016] Not available No
VRN Brock et al. [2016] Theano Yes
O-CNN Wang et al. [2017] Caffe Yes
AO-CNN Wang et al. [2018a] Caffe Yes
Multi-view
VGG-voting Simonyan and Zisserman [2014] TensorFlow Yes
MVCNN Su et al. [2015] TensorFlow Yes
MVCNN2 Su et al. [2018b] PyTorch Yes
RotationNet Kanezaki et al. [2018] Caffe Yes
Seq2Seq Zhizhong et al. [2018b] TensorFlow Yes
Point cloud
PointNet Qi et al. [2016a] TensorFlow Yes
PointNet++ Qi et al. [2017b] TensorFlow Yes
SO-Net Li et al. [2018] PyTorch Yes
KD-Net Klokov and Lempitsky [2017a] Theano Yes
GraphNet Dominguez et al. [2018] TensorFlow No
Table 3.1: List of the examined neural networks. The table gives a reference to
the original paper, the framework used in publicly available code and whether or
not we included the network in our testing.
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Voxel Grid Input
3D convolution (5 × 5 × 5, 32 filters, stride 2)
3D convolution (3 × 3 × 3), 32 filters
MaxPooling (2 × 2 × 2)
Flatten + Dense (128)
Dense (Number of categories)
32 × 32 × 32
32 × 14 × 14 × 14
32 × 14 × 14 × 14
32 × 6 × 6 × 6
128
Figure 3.1: VoxNet architecture
3.1.2 Voxception Residual Network
Voxception Residual Network (Brock et al. [2016]) is inspired by deep residual
convolutional networks for image recognition which are the state of the art ap-
proach for this task. It uses Inception-style modules (Szegedy et al. [2016]), batch
normalization (Section 2.1.5), residual connections (Section 2.1.6) and stochastic
network depth (Huang et al. [2016]). The Voxception network consists of several
sequential voxception modules. These modules should enable for information to
propagate through the network through many possible “pathways”, while still
maintaining simplicity and efficiency.
For example, one of the basic blocks concatenates the result of a 3 × 3 × 3
and the a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution, so the network can learn which of these filters
to apply. A diagram of this block with added residual connection is shown in
Figure 3.2. There are several types of the so called Voxception blocks with residual
connections with pre-activation1 employed in the network.
The best performing architecture consists of Voxception blocks as well as
downsampling blocks which enable the network to choose the best downsampling
methods (e.g. convolutions with stride bigger than one, or pooling). The deepest
path through the network is 45 layers, and the shallowest path (assuming all
droppable non-residual paths are dropped) is 8 layers deep. Figure 3.3 shows a
diagram illustrating the Voxception Residual Network architecture. The model is
quite big and slow to train, authors report one epoch taking around six hours on
a single Titan X GPU for ten thousand training examples, which is in line with
our results. Voxel grid resolution of 323 is used. The network is trained using
24 rotations of each input instance along the vertical axis and using binary voxel
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Figure 3.2: Example of a simple residual block
representation but with binary voxel range {−1, 5} instead {0, 1} to encourage
the network to pay more attention to positive entries.
As there is not much new research done in the area of voxel based classification
we chose a single Voxel Residual Network as a representative of this category.
It still achieves accuracy comparable to the latest networks and has publicly
available code. It is implemented in Theano with Lasagne (Brock [2016]) and
offers several models to train and make ensemble from. We opted for only one
of these models as it is very time demanding to train even a single network. The
model chosen is the model reported by authors as the best one and described in
detail in the original paper. This approach still represents the state of the art in
voxel based classification as ensemble of similar models reports 95.54% accuracy
on ModelNet40 dataset which remains one of the highest reported.
3.1.3 Octree and Adaptive Octree Networks
The Octree-based Convolutional Neural Network (Wang et al. [2017]) uses an-
other data structure for representing 3D data – an octree (Meagher [1980]). An
octree is a tree where each node has exactly eight children, partitioning the space
into finer and finer cubes. This basically means voxelization of the 3D model,
but in this case only voxels on the object boundaries are considered. This can
be implemented efficiently and represented in a format suitable for GPU com-
putation. In each leaf node a normal vector of the surface is stored. Authors
then present an efficient way of performing convolutions on octrees and construct
a hierarchical structure of shared layers for individual levels of the tree. The
computation proceeds from the finest leaf octants and continues upwards to the
root of the tree. This approach gives good results but the octrees are of a fixed
maximum depth and therefore can waste memory on flat regions where a simple
planar approximation would be sufficient. This problem is solved by Adaptive
Octree (Wang et al. [2018a]) representation which uses such planar patches as a
representation in leaf nodes. Therefore flat areas of the original mesh can be rep-
resented by a simple leaf on a higher level of a tree, while more complex areas are
subdivided into finer details. Several (12 in our case) rotations of the 3D model
are used during both training and evaluation to achieve better results. Authors
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Figure 3.3: The Voxception Residual Network (VRN) architecture.
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offer an implementation of both networks in Caffe as well as tools for converting
mesh data to octrees and adaptive octrees (Wang et al. [2018b]).
3.2 Multi-view-based Neural Networks
Another approach, harnessing the power of 2D convolutions and huge image
datasets, are the so called multi-view neural networks. A general setup of multi-
view networks is as follows: they use rendered images of the 3D model from
different angles as an input, these views are then passed to some pre-trained im-
age processing network, and finally some technique for combining features from
different views is employed. Such techniques range from simple pooling across
the views to employing recurrent neural network to process them as a sequence.
Multi-view approaches can be considered the state of the art in this area as
they achieve excellent results. For a fair comparison of these methods we use
the same sets of images and twelve views of each 3D model rotated around the
vertical axis.
3.2.1 Multi-view Convolutional Networks
For training a multi-view based network we need to fine-tune some already pre-
trained image recognition network. We use two different networks: the smaller
and older AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. [2012]) and the state of the art deep network
VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman [2014]).
A simple method of 3D classification can be devised using 2D convolutional
image classification network; we train the image network on the views of a rotated
3D model without any regard for the multi-view nature of the dataset. During
evaluation we perform voting across the views. We chose VGG for this task
as it performs better on image recognition tasks. We use a publicly available
implementation of VGG (machrisaa [2017]) with 19 weighted layers in Tensorflow.
As we shall see later, even this simple approach yields results comparable with
the most sophisticated networks.
The first multi-view approach to appear (Su et al. [2015]) uses shared convolu-
tional layers individual views, then uses max pooling across the views to combine
the features. Resulting features are fed to another convolutional network and
then classified. We chose to test this approach as it is the first multi-view ap-
proach to achieve good results and it is simple enough to serve as a baseline
for similar approaches. From several available implementations of this network
we have chosen a Tensorflow implementation (Lee [2016]). In this case, we use
AlexNet as the pre-trained image network, which is recommended by the authors
of the code and supported in the code structure. Figure 3.4 shows a diagram
illustrating the multi-view architecture.
The revisited but similar approach is used by Su et al. [2018b], which divides
the training phase into two stages. In the first stage the network is trained
only using one view at a time and later, during the second phase, pooling across
the views is employed. Authors also explore different pre-trained image network
architectures and different image rendering techniques, significantly improving
accuracy of this method. It uses a pre-trained VGG convolutional network as its
base. It offers a publicly available implementation in PyTorch (Su et al. [2018a])
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Figure 3.4: Multi-view architecture, as used in Lee [2016]
which we have chosen to test as it promises some of the best accuracies achieved
on ModelNet40 so far.
3.2.2 RotationNet
RotationNet (Kanezaki et al. [2018]) reports the highest achieved accuracy on
the ModelNet40 dataset so it is of particular interest to us. It combines the
multi-view classification with an unsupervised pose estimation task. Unlike other
multi-view networks, it does not provide information about the position of the
viewpoints to the network, i.e., they can be rotated arbitrarily, hence the name
of the network. To achieve this, a new category is added to the set of original
classification categories. The meaning of this category is “this is not the cor-
rect viewpoint”. All the possible rotations of the viewpoints are tried and the
most probable (one with the least probability of being in “incorrect viewpoint”
category) according to predicted categories is chosen. Authors offer two imple-
mentations, one in Caffe (Kanezaki [2018]), and another one in PyTorch. We
have chosen to test this network as it reports very high accuracy on ModelNet40
and inherently contains pose estimation, which can be useful for future work.
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3.2.3 Sequential Views to Sequential Labels
Sequential Views to Sequential Labels network (Zhizhong et al. [2018b]) employs
recurrent neural networks and treats multiple views as a sequence of images. It
uses a classic encoder-decoder architecture. In order to do this it does not treat
its output as a single vector but as a sequence of labels. It uses a pre-trained
convolutional network, fine-tuned on the single-image classification task. We
opted for the VGG network described above. The last fully connected layer of
size 4096 is used as a feature vector for single views and is fed into the encoder
as a sequence. Both the encoder and decoder consist of GRU cells (Section 2.1.3)
and attention is used. An implementation in TensorFlow is available (Zhizhong
et al. [2018a]) and we used it to test this network.
3.3 Point-cloud-based Neural Networks
An altogether different representation of spatial data is a point cloud. A point
cloud is an unordered set of points in Euclidean space, representing the surface of
the object. It is a natural output format of laser scanning devices used by robots
or autonomous cars and also in medical scanning. We can easily construct a point
cloud from a mesh by sampling its faces. Point clouds are neither structured nor
ordered as voxels or images are, which poses a problem to neural networks.
3.3.1 PointNet and PointNet++
The first network to successfully overcome all the difficulties of processing un-
ordered point clouds was PointNet (Qi et al. [2016a]). Its main idea lies in using
only symmetric functions, i.e., functions for which the order of arguments does
not matter. Each point is processed independently by a series of multi-layer per-
ceptrons sharing their weights. Then a global feature vector is constructed using
maximum pooling, which is a symmetric function. Another important feature
of PointNet are learn-able geometric transformations which ensure some invari-
ance to rotation or jittering (random small translations) of the input point cloud.
Rotation and jittering are also used as data augmentation during the training.
Figure 3.5 shows a diagram of the PointNet architecture. Although PointNet
achieves reasonable results it does not provide any mechanism for learning local
features.
PointNet++ (Qi et al. [2017b]) presents a hierarchical structure inspired by
convolutional neural networks which solves the problem of extracting local fea-
tures. It clusters close sets of points together and runs the original PointNet
on such neighborhoods. For this purpose iterative farthest point sampling and
multi-resolution grouping (which ensures good representation for regions with
different density) are used. Thusly obtained local features are represented by the
centroid of the original neighborhood and clustered again in a hierarchical man-
ner. Finally, a classic fully connected layer is employed to extract global features
and classification. Several (12 in our case) rotations of the 3D model are used
during both training and evaluation to achieve better results. An implementation
of both PointNet and PointNet++ is available in TensorFlow (Qi et al. [2016b,
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2017a]) and we tested both of them, as they achieve reasonable accuracy, promise
better scalability, and are considerably faster than some other methods.
3.3.2 Self-Organizing Network
The PointNet++ architecture lacks the ability to reveal the spatial distribution of
the input point cloud during the hierarchical feature extraction. Self-Organizing
Network (Li et al. [2018]) solves this problem by constructing a self organizing
map (SOM) which represents the point cloud better than simple centroids used in
PointNet++. Each point of the original point cloud is associated with k nearest
SOM nodes and for each such node a mini point cloud is constructed. This also
ensures that the mini point clouds are overlapping which was shown to be a key
feature. These mini point clouds are processed by a series of fully connected layers
similar to the original PointNet. This process yields a local feature vector for each
of the original SOM nodes, which are then used for constructing a global feature
vector by means of max pooling across the nodes. An implementation in PyTorch
(Li [2018]) is available, which contains also code for creating self organizing maps
from point clouds. We have chosen to test this network as it seems to offer a
significant improvement for a cost of only quick data preprocessing.
3.3.3 KD-Network
A kd-tree (Bentley [1975]) is a data structure suitable for storing and searching
in a set of points of higher dimension. Its 3D variant is used as an input format
for KD-Network (Klokov and Lempitsky [2017a]). First a kd-tree is constructed
over a point cloud. The tree is then fed to a series of fully connected layers in
a recursive manner starting in the leaf nodes and continuing to the root, where
the global feature vector is extracted and used for classification. Weights of the
fully connected layers are shared by nodes on the same level of the tree, where
the tree is split according the same coordinate (for example weights are shared
for all nodes at the third level of the tree, where the it splits the points according
to the x coordinate).
During training it uses several geometric perturbations as data augmentation
as well as randomized kd-tree construction. This approach can process raw point
clouds but requires heavy preprocessing when constructing the kd-trees. An im-
plementation in Theano with Lasagne (Klokov and Lempitsky [2017b]) is supplied
by the authors, which also provides a framework for kd-tree construction from a
point cloud.
3.3.4 Graph Based Convolutional Network
For the completeness’ sake we mention a graph based approach by Dominguez
et al. [2018], which constructs a graph from a point cloud. Vertices of the graph
are the original points and edges are constructed to the six nearest neighbors and
sorted by their direction by an arbitrary sorting. Then special graph convolutions
are applied repeatedly simplifying the structure of the graph and extracting local
features. This approach is interesting from the theoretical standpoint but the
training is very slow and it does not achieve state of the art results. A TensorFlow
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Figure 3.5: PointNet architecture. Layers labeled “for each point” are applied for
each point separatly with same weights. n is number of input points.
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4. Methods
We begin this chapter by introducing the data used for our experiments as well
as some additional sources for further research. We continue by briefly discussing
the methods of converting 3D meshes to various other representations and we end
with presenting our choice of software.
4.1 Datasets
In this section we introduce the datasets of 3D models which we used or considered
to use for training and testing.
4.1.1 ModelNet40
ModelNet (Wu et al. [2014]) is one of the most well-known and commonly used
datasets containing annotated 3D models in a mesh format. It was developed
by a team at Princeton University. Its subset, called ModelNet40, is used as
a benchmark for testing different approaches. We therefore decided to use this
dataset as a main focus for our evaluations. ModelNet40 contains forty different
categories and 12,311 individual models. The dataset has an official split to
training and testing subsets, which we adhere to in all cases. The test set contains
2,648 models and is never used for training. Figure 4.1 shows examples of models
in ModelNet40.
The models in original ModelNet40 are not aligned and have widely different
scales. Therefore, when preprocessing the data for neural networks, we rescale all
models to fit a unit sphere and we use a manually aligned version of the dataset
(Sedaghat et al. [2016a]). Also the categories are not equally populated. For
example there are over 700 airplane models and only over 100 wardrobe models.
The exact numbers of models in particular categories can be found in Table 4.1.
ModelNet40 contains files in .off format so our scripts have to be able to read this
particular format. The dataset is available to download for academic purposes.
4.1.2 ShapeNetCore
ShapeNet (Chang et al. [2015]) is an ongoing effort to establish a richly-annotated,
large-scale dataset of 3D shapes. ShapeNet is a collaborative effort between re-
searchers at Princeton, Stanford, and Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago.
We used its subset called ShapeNetCore, which contains 51,209 individual models
in 55 categories. There is also an official split to training, test, and validation
sets. However, this split does not contain all models and is not divided uniformly.
We therefore decided to construct our own split – 80% of models in each category
is assigned to the training set and the rest to the test set. By doing this we
obtained a training set with 40,939 models and a test set with 10,270 models.
Table 4.2 lists the exact numbers of models in particular categories. During
our exploration of the dataset we noticed that some models are assigned to more
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Table 4.1: List of ModelNet40 categories and the number of training and test
models in each category.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of models in ModelNet40 (bathtub, bed, flower pot, lamp,
radio and sofa)
Our final split into sets and categories can be found in the shapenetsplit.csv file
in the electronic attachments.
All models in ShapeNetCore are already aligned and scaled to fit a unit sphere.
The categories are not distributed equally at all as you can see from the table.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of models in ShapeNetCore (bag, birdhouse, cellular tele-
phone, microwave, rifle, tower)
The dataset is also freely available to download for academic purposes. Figure 4.2




















cellular telephone 665 166
chair 5391 1354
clock 521 130





































Table 4.2: List of ShapeNetCore categories and the number of training and test
models in each category.
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4.1.3 Other 3D Datasets
In this section we mention several publicly available datasets containing 3D mod-
els which can be used for further research.
Both ModelNet and ShapeNet contain many more models than the standard-
ized subsets we used for our evaluation. Therefore there is an option to download
the whole datasets or to construct custom subsets.
A Large Dataset of Object Scans (Choi et al. [2016]) is a dataset focusing on
video scan to 3D model reconstruction but we suppose it can be used for learning
classification as well.
ObjectNet3D (Xiang et al. [2016]) focuses on image to 3D model reconstruc-
tion and contains a large number of 3D models that can be used for classification
training.
SUNCG dataset (Song et al. [2017]) contains entire indoor scenes but is an-
notated on the level of single objects and therefore can be parsed and used for
classification.
SceneNN (Hua et al. [2016]) dataset contains a large number of scenes which
are richly annotated and can be split into single objects.
4.2 Data Conversion
As mentioned in previous chapters, mesh files, in which most existing 3D models
are saved, are not suitable for direct processing by neural networks. Therefore
we have to be able to convert meshes to voxels, images, and point clouds.
4.2.1 Mesh to Voxels
In order to use voxel-based systems we need to convert mesh files to voxel occu-
pancy grids. For this purpose we have chosen the OpenVDB library (Museth et al.
[2013]), which is free, open-source and offers Python scripting. OpenVDB pro-
vides voxelization as one of its core functions, implemented in C++. We supply
Python scripts for voxelization of ModelNet40 and ShapeNetCore datasets using
Python multiprocessing to parallelize the computation. Still, it can take several
hours to process the whole dataset as we need to voxelize multiple rotations for
each model.
4.2.2 Mesh to Images
For multi-view-based neural network, we have to be able to render images taken
from arbitrary viewpoints of a 3D mesh. First, we tried to replicate results used
by Su et al. [2015] and we used PBRT (Pharr and Humphreys [2010]), physically
based rendering software with publicly available code. This turned out to be
a plausible approach. We also used the original scripts using Phong shading
(Bishop and Weimer [1986]) implemented in Blender to render the images. Later
in our research we found Blender scripts from Su et al. [2018b]. They provide
two different rendering options – shaded images and depth images. These achieve
better accuracy than both ours and Phong shaded images and the rendering is
considerably faster. In our framework we provide all four approaches implemented
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(a) Original voxel representation provided
by authors of VRN
(b) Our voxelization using OpenVDB
Figure 4.3: Illustration of voxel representation
with Python scripts and multiprocessing support. Figure 4.4 shows one of the
airplane models rendered by the four different scripts.
4.2.3 Mesh to Point Cloud
For the use of point-cloud-based neural networks we have to construct a point
cloud from a 3D mesh. This is a much more straightforward problem than the
conversions described above. A point cloud is created by random sampling from
the polygons forming the mesh. First, a polygon is selected with a probability
proportional to the area of that polygon. Then a random point is sampled within
the selected polygon by generating random barycentric coordinates. We provide a
Python script with support for multiprocessing and this is sufficiently fast for our
purposes. When we failed to achieve the reported results of the original papers,
we inspected the data provided by Qi et al. [2016b] and it seemed to be more
regular than our uniformly sampled points. Authors comment on their sampling
method in the following way: “We uniformly sample 1024 points on mesh faces
according to face area and normalize them into a unit sphere.” Therefore we tried
two more sampling methods to replicate the original PointNet data. We employed
Lloyd’s algorithm (Lloyd [1982]) which samples the mesh very regularly using
the Point Cloud Utils library (Williams [2019]). We also tried to use a low-
discrepancy sequence sampling which should give more regular but seemingly
random samples. For this we used a Sobol sequence (Sobol’ [1967]). Figure 4.5
shows a visual comparison of our methods as well as original PointNet point cloud,
as can be seen we did not manage to replicate the desired look of the point cloud.
Nonetheless as discussed later, the sampling method did not have a significant
impact on the classification accuracy.
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(a) Phong shading in Blender (b) Our PBRT rendering
(c) Depth image in Blender (d) Shaded image in Blender
Figure 4.4: Illustration of different image representations
4.3 Technical Setup
This section provides a brief summary of software choices we made. For informa-
tion about the prerequisites and structure of our framework, please consult the
manual (Appendix C).
As one of our main goals is to provide the academic community with easy-
to-run code, we opted for a solution using Docker (Merkel [2014]). Docker is a
program used to run software packages called containers. Containers are isolated
bundles of software, libraries, and configurations. The specification of a container
is called an image. An image is defined by a Dockerfile which is a text file, allowing
automatic installation of all dependencies, setting up configurations, etc. Every
neural network and data conversion package is thus a completely independent
piece of software, which can be run almost without any prerequisites. We consider
this to be one of the main contributions of our work.
As all the machine learning frameworks we encountered support handling by
Python scripts and Python is the most commonly used programming language
in machine learning and artificial intelligence, we naturally use it for most of
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(a) Original point cloud provided by the
authors of PointNet (2048 points)
(b) Uniform sampling (2048 points)
(c) Lloyd sampling (2048 points) (d) Sobol sequence sampling (2048 points)
Figure 4.5: Illustration of point cloud representations
our code. We also preferred libraries for data conversion which support Python.
Some of the neural networks are implemented in such a way that they accept
a purely pythonic file format as their input. A library not supporting Python
would require one more data conversion step.
We currently support only Linux, but Docker can be run on Windows as well
and we believe that our framework can be extended to run on Windows without
great difficulties.
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5. Experiments and Results
In this chapter we describe the setup and results of our experiments. We introduce
the hardware, methods of training and discuss our results.
5.1 Hardware
We conducted all our experiments on the same machine running Linux operating
system. It was equipped with two AMD RYZEN Threadripper 1950X CPU units
(16 cores each) and 128 GB of RAM. However, we did not use this directly
as it is much more efficient to train neural networks on GPUs. We had four
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs at our disposal, however we conducted
our experiments only using one of them. We opted for this as we wanted to have
some fair comparison of training time and not all the frameworks support running
on multiple GPUs, or at least not without some heavy modifications of the code.
5.2 Accuracy
Accuracy is a simple metric computed as the number of correctly classified exam-
ples divided by the total number of all examples. It is usually given in percents
and is a standard for classification task evaluation. As is the case with our
datasets, when the examples are not distributed equally, accuracy can be skewed
by categories containing more examples. Therefore we additionally compute av-




correctly classified in category i
total in category i , where
N is the number of categories. We believe that this number is somewhat more
descriptive.
5.3 Testing on the Artificial Datasets
To compare the performance of various methods, it is necessary to use some
standardized datasets. We chose ModelNet40 and ShapeNetCore for this purpose;
their description can be found in Section 4.1.
As the main goal of this thesis is to explore the possibilities of using the pre-
viously introduced neural networks in practice, we are not interested in chasing
couple of percents on artificial datasets. Rather we focus on general performance
and convenience of use. Thus we did not spend huge amounts of time on hyperpa-
rameter tuning in order to increase the accuracy as this would lead to overtraining
of hyperparameters on the test set. Although this problem could be solved by em-
ploying a validation set, standard ModelNet40 split does not support this option
and hyperparameter tuning would be cumbersome to do in a real-world setting.
So we opted for using the hyperparameters described in the original papers if
available or used the default setting in the original code. More information about
the hyperparameter setting can be found in Appendix A.
Another important decision was to choose the stopping condition of training.
As each of the networks takes different time to complete one training epoch
(a period during which each training example is presented once) it would not
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Network Reported Reported Measured Measured
Accuracy Class Acc. Accuracy Class Acc.
Voxel
VoxNet 83.00 % – – –
ORION 89.70 % – – –
FusionNet 90.80 % – – –
VRN 91.33 % – 90.32 % 88.00 %
O-CNN 90.60 % – 88.29 % 83.09 %
AO-CNN 90.50 % – 91.08 % 87.97 %
Multi-view
VGG – – 90.86 % 88.00 %
MVCNN 90.10 % – 88.83 % 86.24 %
MVCNN2 95.00 % 92.40 % 90.64 % 89.13 %
RotationNet 97.37 % – 92.12 % 89.86 %
Seq2Seq 93.31 % – 91.26 % 88.54 %
Point cloud
PointNet 89.20 % 86.20 % 86.60 % 84.00 %
PointNet++ 91.90 % – 89.00 % 85.28 %
SO-Net 93.40 % 87.30 % 89.00 % 85.50 %
KD-Net 91.80 % 88.50 % 88.10 % 83.90 %
GraphNet 91.13 % – – –
Table 5.1: List of ModelNet40 accuracies. The first two columns give reported
accuracy and reported average class accuracy, if available. The last two columns
present our results.
be fair to set some fixed number of epochs. Therefore we stop the training
after convergence, i.e., when the value of the loss function on the test set is not
improving for several epochs. Some of the networks do not really stabilize in test
set, so we wait for the stabilization of the training loss and report the accuracy
of the test set averaged over the last ten epochs. More detailed statistics can be
found in Table B.1 and Table B.2 for ModelNet40 and ShapenetCore respectively.
5.3.1 Time and Memory Requirements
Table 5.2 shows approximate times of training. These times are not conclusive, as
training time depends on the used hardware. However, the differences among the
types of networks are considerable. In general we can say that the point-cloud-
based networks are quite fast, processing tens of examples each second. Octree
and Adaptive-octree networks proved to be the most efficient – processing hundred
and two hundred examples per second, respectively. Although multi-view-based
networks achieve better accuracies, they are considerably slower. Depending on
the network, the simplest architecture can process tens of examples per second,
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Network Epochs Total One epoch Examples
(hours) (minutes) per second
Voxel
VRN 20 120 394 0.5
O-CNN 200 4 1.15 140
AO-CNN 200 2 0.65 250
Multi-view
VGG 60 20 25 6
MVCNN 200 8 2.33 70
MVCNN2 60 14 13.33 12
RotationNet 200 8 2.73 60
Seq2Seq 300 1 0.25 650
Point cloud
PointNet 200 10 2.22 70
PointNet++ 200 4 1.07 150
SO-Net 400 6 0.9 180
KD-Net 200 8 2.61 60
Table 5.2: Table of approximate training times on ModelNet40.
deeper networks require more time, processing around ten examples per second.
The Seq2Seq network seems very fast and it indeed is, but the fact that the
separate fine-tuning of VGG is required to use this network, must be considered.
The slowest by far is voxel-based VRN which needs two seconds for a single
training example and requires approximately a week to train.
As for the memory requirements, Table 5.3 shows approximate sizes of the
neural networks, which roughly correspond to the number of trainable parameters
of the networks and also memory requirements during inference. Memory usage
during training depends on the batch size of the network and size of the input.
5.3.2 Results on ModelNet40
We trained and tested all the networks introduced previously and all the input
data variants on the ModelNet40 dataset (described in Section 4.1.1). The results
we achieved with comparison to reported accuracies are listed in Table 5.1.
We present the detailed results of individual networks below. In this section
by “parameters” we mean non-trainable hyperparameters such as learning rates,
momentum value, number of training epochs, etc.
• VRN (Voxception Residual Network)
The authors report an accuracy of 91.33% and we were able to achieve
90.32%. The original paper does not provide exact training parameters, so
we used the default parameters of the code. Our lower accuracy be caused
by using our own data, created by our own script which can be inferior
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Table 5.3: Approximate sizes of saved models, roughly corresponding to the num-
ber of trainable parameters of the model.
to original voxelization. The authors provide some example data but not
complete ModelNet40. We did not perform additional experiments because
of the long training time of this network.
• O-CNN and AO-CNN (Octree and Adaptive Octree convolutional
neural networks)
The authors report accuracy of 90.6% and 90.5% for O-CNN and AO-CNN,
respectively. We were able to achieve 88.29% and 91.08%. To prepare the
data, we used scripts provided by the authors and they also state the exact
training parameters.
• Multi-view convolutional neural networks
According to Su et al. [2018b] the quality of the input images is not negligi-
ble in the case of multi-view-based approaches to 3D classification. We have
tested these networks on four different sets of images. First, the original
images provided by Su et al. [2015], then our own images rendered in PBRT
and two variants of images rendered by scripts provided by Su et al. [2018b].
Detailed results can be found in Table 5.4. The technique of rendering the
images is discussed in Section 4.2.2.
• MVCNN (Multi-view Convolutional Neural Network)
The authors report accuracy of 90.1% on images rendered using Phong
shading, but we achieved accuracy of only 83.99%. We were able to get
higher accuracy of 88.83% on newer shaded images. However the authors
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Network Accuracy Class Accuracy
VGG (PBRT) 87.93 % 84.99 %
VGG (Phong) 90.78 % 83.21 %
VGG (depth) 89.14 % 85.75 %
VGG (shaded) 90.78 % 88.00 %
MVCNN (PBRT) 87.62 % 85.54 %
MVCNN (Phong) 83.99 % 79.60 %
MVCNN (depth) 87.83 % 85.07 %
MVCNN (shaded) 88.83 % 86.24 %
MVCNN2 (PBRT) 90.26 % 88.44 %
MVCNN2 (Phong) 88.97 % 87.32 %
MVCNN2 (depth) 90.52 % 89.13 %
MVCNN2 (shaded) 90.64 % 88.38 %
RotationNet (PBRT) 91.09 % 87.78 %
RotationNet (Phong) 89.22 % 86.85 %
RotationNet (depth) 91.46 % 88.62 %
RotationNet (shaded) 92.12 % 89.86 %
Seq2Seq (PBRT) 88.10 % 84.47 %
Seq2Seq (Phong) 89.09 % 82.78 %
Seq2Seq (depth) 89.08 % 85.97 %
Seq2Seq (shaded) 91.26 % 87.07 %
Table 5.4: Comparison of multi-view methods.
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do not provide the training parameters in the paper so we had to default
to parameters used in the code.
• MVCNN2 (Multi-view Convolutional Neural Network 2)
The authors report the highest achieved accuracy of 95% on the shaded
variant of the images. We achieved only 90.64% on the shaded images and
90.52% on the depth images. The training parameters are not provided in
the paper, so we used the default values from the code.
• RotationNet
The authors report accuracy of 97.37% using original Phong shaded images
by Su et al. [2015] but we have been able to achieve only 92.12%. The
reported value of 97.37% is however a maximum achieved over more training
sessions. The authors report average accuracy of 93.70% using AlexNet as
the pretrained image network, which is much closer to our result. They do
not give all the training parameters in the paper but most of the important
ones are mentioned.
• SEQ2SEQ (Sequential Views to Sequential Labels)
The authors claim that they achieved accuracy of 92.5% only with VGG and
voting across twelve views. We failed to replicate this and and achieved only
90.86%. Therefore we could not achieve the reported 93.31% accuracy of
the Seq2Seq network but only maeasured 91.26%. However this means that
the single view VGG with voting performed better than most of the more
complex networks and the recurrent Seq2Seq did not bring any significant
improvement.
• PointNet and PointNet++
The authors report accuracy of 89.2% and 91.9% for PointNet and Point-
Net++ respectively. We were able to achieve only 86.60% and 89.00%. The
authors provide most of the training parameters in their papers, so we use
them along with the default values given in the code. We trained with
point cloud data provided by the authors as well as our own converted data
(sampling techniques are described in Section 4.2.3) . Full results of these
tests are given in Table 5.5.
• SO-NET (Self-Organizing Network for Point Cloud Analysis)
The authors report the highest achieved accuracy of 93.4% on an experiment
with 5,000 input points. They also provide most of the training parameters
in their paper. We were able to achieve only 88.90%. We used our own
sampling of point cloud which can be the source of the discrepancy.
• KD Network
The authors report the highest achieved accuracy of 91.8% and we have
achieved only 88.10%. The authors do not provide all the training parame-
ters so we defaulted to the values used in code. All the code to sample point
clouds and construct the trees we used is supplied by the authors so this
could not be the source of the disparity between the reported and measured
accuracy.
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Network Accuracy Class Accuracy
PointNet (original) 86.60 % 84.00 %
PointNet (uniform) 82.65 % 81.00 %
PointNet (lloyd) 85.25 % 78.97 %
PointNet (sobol) 85.87 % 80.92 %
PointNet++ (original) 89.00 % 85.28 %
PointNet++ (uniform) 87.57 % 85.30 %
PointNet++ (lloyd) 88.53 % 85.13 %
PointNet++ (sobol) 88.54 % 84.54 %
Table 5.5: Comparison of differently sampled point clouds in PointNet architec-
tures.
5.3.3 Difficult Categories
In this section we explore the results in more detail – we discuss the accuracies
on individual categories of ModelNet40. We show which categories are generally
hard to recognize and which, on the other hand, did not cause any problems.
We also give a brief account about pairs of categories which were mistaken most
often and their illustrations. We believe that this information can be useful when
designing custom category hierarchies.
We compute the accuracies per class and average these across all the trained
networks. There are several categories which were almost always correctly classi-
fied and all the networks learned to recognize them fairly quickly. These categories
are “airplane”, “laptop”, “guitar” and “keyboard”, which all achieved more than
99.00% average accuracy, 100% for most of the networks. Another successfully
recognized categories are ‘car”, “bed”, “chair”, “monitor”, “person”, “bottle” and
”sofa”, all achieving more than 95% average accuracy. On the other hand the
most difficult category by far was a “flower pot”, which was recognized only in
14.6 percent of cases. This is probably caused by the small number of examples of
this category as well as very similar categories of “flower” and “vase”. Other gen-
erally difficult categories include “wardrobe”, “cup”, “night stand”, “bench” and
“radio”, achieving no more than 75% accuracy. You can find average accuracies
per category in Table 5.6
When we take a look at the pairs of categories most often mistaken one for the
other, we find out that besides the above mentioned “flower pot”, the most mis-
takes were made classifying a “table” as a “desk”. This sounds quite reasonable,
as the borderline between these categories is blurry even by human standards.
The same applies for the category of “wardrobe”, which was commonly mistaken
for “bookshelf”, “dresser” or even an “xbox”. The most commonly made mistakes
can be found in Table 5.7.
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Category Accuracy Cases
flower pot 14.60% 20
wardrobe 63.00% 20
cup 68.00% 20






































Table 5.6: Average accuracies per category of ModelNet40, sorted from worst
to best. The column “Cases” gives the number of test models of corresponding
category.
Category Mistaken For Percentage
flower pot plant 54.40%
flower pot vase 22.60%
table desk 18.92%
cup vase 18.40%
night stand dresser 14.60%
stool chair 14.20%
wardrobe bookshelf 14.00%
plant flower pot 10.52%







Table 5.7: List of the most commonly made mistakes made by all the networks
on ModelNet40.
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Network Accuracy Class Accuracy
Voxel
VRN 88.98 % 76.71 %
O-CNN 90.75 % 75.48 %
AO-CNN 91.33 % 77.14 %
Multi-view
VGG (shaded) 91.90 % 81.00 %
MVCNN (shaded) 89.26 % 77.23 %
MVCNN2 (shaded) 92.22 % 85.56 %
RotationNet(shaded) 93.08 % 80.52 %
Seq2Seq (shaded) 92.35 % 81.77 %
Point cloud
PointNet (uniform) 82.53 % 64.51 %
PointNet++ (uniform) 83.67 % 67.68 %
SO-Net (uniform) 87.87 % 73.36 %
KD-Net 81.23 % 53.84 %
Table 5.8: List of ShapeNetCore accuracies.
5.4 ShapeNetCore Results
We conducted several experiments on the ShapeNetCore dataset (Section 4.1.2).
It is about five times bigger than the ModelNet40 and has 55 categories. The
training of the networks therefore takes five times longer, therefore we did not
train on all variants of inputs as with ModelNet40, but chose only those which
were most successful previously. Table 5.8 shows the achieved accuracies on
ShapeNetCore dataset. As can be seen from the table, the differences in measured
accuracies across the networks are greater than in the case of ModelNet40, so the
comparisons are clearer. The Multi-view networks, achieving around 92%, are
performing much better than the point-cloud-based networks. Voxel-based VRN
achieves reasonable accuracy of 88.98%, but one training epoch takes about 30
hours. It is possible that this result can be improved by training for longer time as
we managed to train the network only for ten epochs. The octree-based networks
are reasonably fast and achieve accuracy comparable to multi-view networks.
Also the differences between the accuracy and the average class accuracy is
much higher. This is probably caused by the fact that the categories in ShapeNet-
Core dataset are not populated equally at all.
The detailed per category accuracies are given in Table 5.9. Categories “tele-
phone” and “cellular phone” are mixed together, so models of cellular phones are
to be found in “telephone” category and vice versa. This is the reason of 28%



























































Table 5.9: Average accuracies per category of ShapeNetCore, sorted from worst




In this section we give a brief summary of our work, discuss our results and offer
some ideas for further research in the area of 3D classification.
6.1 Summary
In this work we explored different artificial neural-network-based systems for clas-
sification of 3D models. We performed a broad survey and gave a brief description
of the individual systems. We also used the code published by the authors of the
original publications and used it to successfully train and test several of these
networks. In order to achieve this, we constructed a reasonably independent
framework which enables to run and compare networks implemented in differ-
ent machine learning frameworks. The conversions of 3D meshes to point clouds,
voxel grids and multi-view images are also part of our framework. We have tested
all the networks and data conversion on ModelNet40 and ShapeNetCore datasets
so our framework is ready to be used on these and we believe it can be extended
on similarly structured datasets without much difficulties.
As for our results, we generally failed to replicate the original results on Mod-
elNet40. All the networks performed reasonably well, but we have achieved a
couple percent less than the reported accuracy. This can be caused by the sensi-
tivity of neural networks to hyperparameter tuning. We suppose that the authors
of the original papers spent a considerable amount of time on making their net-
works achieve the best results possible. In general they do not describe the exact
training setup in their publications and we did not have enough resources to
perform an exhaustive hyperparameter search for all the networks. The relative
performance of the networks was confirmed by our results; networks with higher
reported accuracy generally performed better in our experiments as well. The
differences are more significant with ShapeNetCore, multi-view networks outper-
forming the point-cloud-based networks.
The networks also differ greatly in the required training time, from weeks to
several hours, and this can be a very important fact to consider when choosing an
approach in practice. The voxel-based neural networks are very slow, multi-view-
based networks are considerably faster and point-cloud-based and octree-based
networks are the fastest.
6.2 Future Work
The research in the field of artificial intelligence in general and in the area of
neural networks in particular is progressing very quickly. As we were working
on this thesis there already appeared some new publications (Yu et al. [2018],
You et al. [2018], Feng et al. [2018]) improving multi-view approaches to 3D
classification which seem to be the most promising approach. It would be worth
including these new systems to our framework.
Almost all of the networks we have tested describe in the papers and imple-
ment in the code a version for part segmentation of the 3D models. This is a
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problem of dividing a 3D model to logical parts such as dividing the model of a
table to the top desk and the legs. It would be worth comparing all the different
networks as well.
We hope that this work will lead to some practical improvements in the fields
such as interior design, where artificial intelligence can solve menial tasks cur-
rently solved by experts.
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A. Training parameters
In this attachment we present some of the most important parameters we used




learning rate: 0.002 for 10 epochs and then 0.0002




learning rate: 0.1, divided by ten every ten epochs




learning rate: 0.1, divided by ten every ten epochs




learning rate: 0.0001, multiplied by 0.75 every three epochs















learning rate: 0.0001 divided by ten every fifty epochs









number of points: 2048
learning rate: 0.0001 multiplied by 0.8 every 20 epochs




number of points: 2048
learning rate: 0.0001 multiplied by 0.7 every 20 epochs




number of points: 5000
learning rate: 0.001 divided by two every 40 epochs




number of points: 2048
learning rate: 0.001
number of rotations: 12
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B. Detailed results
The tables above (Table B.1 and Table B.2) show more detailed results of our
experiments.
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Network Mean Max Min
Voxel
VRN 90.32 90.84 88.82
OCTREE 88.29 91.25 82.37
OCTREE ADAPTIVE 91.08 93.68 86.59
Multi-view
MVCNN (depth) 87.83 88.94 87.07
MVCNN (PBRT) 87.62 89.10 86.35
MVCNN (Phong) 84.00 84.76 83.06
MVCNN (shaded) 88.83 89.79 88.09
MVCNN2 (depth) 90.52 91.65 89.55
MVCNN2 (PBRT) 90.26 91.21 88.57
MVCNN2 (Phong) 88.97 89.79 88.13
MVCNN2 (shaded) 90.64 91.77 89.34
VGG (depth) 89.27 89.65 88.88
VGG (PBRT) 87.80 88.63 87.25
VGG (Phong) 87.69 87.90 87.41
VGG (shaded) 90.86 91.11 90.66
ROTNET (depth) 91.46 91.65 91.25
ROTNET (PBRT) 91.09 91.17 91.00
ROTNET (Phong) 89.22 94.59 85.71
ROTNET (shaded) 92.12 92.22 91.94
SEQ2SEQ (depth) 89.08 89.14 88.94
SEQ2SEQ (PBRT) 88.10 88.21 88.05
SEQ2SEQ (Phong) 87.09 87.24 86.95
SEQ2SEQ (shaded) 91.26 91.41 91.13
Point cloud
KDNET 88.10 88.65 87.64
POINTNET (lloyd) 85.25 85.66 84.85
POINTNET (uniform) 82.65 83.67 81.60
POINTNET (original) 86.60 87.60 85.78
POINTNET (sobol) 85.87 86.18 85.17
POINTNET++ (lloyd) 88.36 88.78 87.84
POINTNET++ (uniform) 87.57 88.13 86.99
POINTNET++ (original) 89.00 89.42 88.86
POINTNET++ (sobol) 88.54 88.74 88.21
SONET (2048 points) 85.23 85.53 85.01
SONET (5000 points) 89.00 89.42 88.45
Table B.1: Detailed statistics of ModelNet40 experiments. The statistics are
computed over the last 10 training epochs.
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Network Mean Max Min
Voxel
VRN 88.98 89.62 88.36
OCTREE 90.75 92.69 86.76
OCTREE ADAPTIVE 91.33 93.26 87.67
Multi-view
MVCNN (shaded) 89.23 89.54 88.65
MVCNN2 (shaded) 92.22 92.51 91.92
VGG (shaded) 91.90 92.43 89.80
ROTNET (shaded) 93.09 98.83 70.70
SEQ2SEQ (shaded) 92.35 92.47 92.10
Point cloud
KDNET 81.23 81.92 80.75
POINTNET (uniform) 82.53 82.89 82.24
POINTNET++ (uniform) 83.67 83.80 83.48
SONET (5000 points) 87.87 88.23 87.47
Table B.2: Detailed statistics of ShapeNetCore experiments. The statistics are
computed over the last 10 training epochs.
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C. Manual
This section contains instructions how to use the code we used to conduct our
experiments.
C.1 Requirements
To run the code you will need a computer with Linux-based operating system
and NVIDIA GPU.
You will need to install the following:
• NVIDIA drivers
(Installation guide here: https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-installation-
guide-linux/)
• Docker version 1.12 or higher
(Installation guide here: https://docs.docker.com/install/)
• NVIDIA Container Runtime for Docker
(Installation guide here: https://github.com/NVIDIA/nvidia-docker)
Each neural network is an independent Docker image and all its dependencies are
installed when building the image. All code is written in python.
C.2 Datasets Setup
The code is made to work with ModelNet40 and ShapeNetCore datasets. The
easiest way to run it with custom dataset is to restructure your data so it resembles
the structure of one of these datasets.
Modelnet40
• Download the dataset (http://modelnet.cs.princeton.edu/). For experi-
ments we used manually aligned version of the dataset.
• Unpack the downloaded archive.
ShapeNetCore
• Dowload the dataset (https://www.shapenet.org/download/shapenetcore).
You need to register and wait for a confirmation email.
• Unpack the downloaded archive.
C.3 General Setup
Each network is implemented as a separate Docker image. To learn more about
Docker, images and containers visit https://docs.docker.com.
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Each neural network is contained in one directory in /dockers. None of the
networks accepts mesh files as their input directly, so some data conversion is
required. All data conversion is implemented in Docker with the same structure
as neural networks themselves. The code for data conversion is located in /dock-
ers/data conversion. More details on the structure of the electronic attachments
is given in Appendix D.
Each directory contains two important files: config.ini and run.sh, which you
will need to open and edit. Another important file is Dockerfile which contains
the definition of the Docker image. Remaining files contain the code which differ
from the original network implementation. Original network code is downloaded
automatically when building the image and you can find the download link below.
run.sh is a runnable script which builds the Docker image, runs the Docker
container and executes the data conversion or neural network training and eval-
uation. You will need to setup a couple of variables here:
• name – will be used as a name of the Docker image and Docker container.
You can leave this at default value unless it is in conflict with some already
existing image or you want to run more instances of this image at once.
With data conversion scripts the name is the name of the converted dataset
and directory of the same name will be created. The name of the image
can be changed by changing variable image name in this case.
• dataset path – contains the path to the root directory of the dataset on
your filesystem. (Used as input.)
• out path – contains the path to the directory where training logs and net-
work weights will be saved. This directory will be created automatically.
• GPU – index of the GPU which will be visible to Docker container. Have
to be a single integer. We currently do not support multiple GPUs.
• docker hidden – Must be one of “t” or “d”. With “t” the container will be
run in interactive mode, meaning it will run in your console. With “d” it
will in detached mode i.e. in the background. For more information check
Docker documentation.
config.ini contains most of the relevant parameters of the network or data con-
version. The file is split to sections where each section is started by [SECTION]
statement. Then on each line a parameter in format key = value. Explanation
of network parameters is located in later sections.
C.4 Data conversion
To convert your dataset you need to set the parameters described above and then
simply run the run.sh script in your shell console. This will convert the dataset
to various formats directly readable by the neural networks.
Parameters for data conversion in config.ini file:
• data – path to the dataset inside the container. Does not have to be
changed.
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• output – path to the directory inside the container where converted dataset
will be saved. Does not have to be changed.
• log file – path and name of the file where progress of the data conversion
will be written. By default its located in the output directory and called
log.txt.
• num threads – maximum number of threads to use.
• dataset type – The type of dataset being converted. Must be one of “mod-
elnet” or “shapenet” currently.
C.5 Neural Networks
Each of the neural networks is implemented in python but in different framework.
That is why we used the Docker infrastructure. We try to present a unified frame-
work to easily test and train the networks without changing the code. This section
will briefly introduce used networks and some of their most important parameters.
Parameters common to all neural networks:
• name – will be used as the name of the experiment used in log files.
• data – path to the dataset inside the container. Does not have to be
changed.
• log dir – path to the directory inside the container where logs and weights
will be saved. Does not have to be changed.
• num classes – the number of classes in the dataset. (40 for ModelNet40 and
55 for ShapeNetCore)
• batch size – size of the batch for training and testing neural networks.
• weights – if you want to test or fine-tune already trained network, this
should be the number of this model. If you want to train from scratch, this
should be -1.
• snapshot prefix – name of the file where weights will be saved. The number
of the training epoch when these weights are saved will be added to this.
• max epoch – number of epochs to train for. One epoch means one pass
through the training part of the dataset.
• save period – the trained network will be saved every epoch divisible by
save period.
• train log frq – frequency of logging during training. It is roughly the number
of examples seen by network.
• test – if you want to only test an already trained network, set this to
“True”. weights parameter has to have a valid value bigger than -1. Should
be “False” for training.
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D. List of electronic attachments
























For further research convenience we enclose original papers describing tested
neural networks in materials/papers. Also extended manual in .md format is
provided in this folder.
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